Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Newly Diagnosed

Unfit

- HEM0054 Phase II Magrolimab Combinations in Myeloid Malignancies
  - PI: Mannis Pending
  - Cohort 3

- HEM0050 Phase 1b Hu5F9-G4 Monotherapy +/- Azacitidine in Hematological Malignancies
  - PI: Mannis Forty Seven

- HEMAML0047 Phase I/II CC-486 (ONUREG) in Combination Treatment in Acute Myeloid Leukemia - OMNIVERSE Trial
  - PI: Zhang Celgene Corporation

- HEMAML0046 Phase I ASTX727 in Combination with Venetoclax in Acute Myeloid Leukemia
  - PI: Mannis Astex Pharmaceuticals

Fit

- HEMAML0044 Feasibility of Telehealth-Based Palliative Care Intervention & Digital Symptom Monitoring in AML
  - PI: Mannis Stanford

- HEMAML0043 Phase 1 CPX-351 + Various Targeted Agents in Previously Untreated Acute Myeloid Leukemia
  - PI: Mannis Jazz Pharmaceuticals
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